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I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following problem in communal resolution of uncertainty: each of N players is identified with a K-bit number ("message") in which the value is known to all of the other players, but not himself. We may imagine the N players sitting around a circle, with the numbers glued to their foreheads; each player can see all of the others' foreheads, but lacking a mirror, cannot see his own. The players are allowed to make public announcements according to some protocol, so that each player's transmissions are received by all of the others, and transmissions proceed sequentially in some predetermined order. In particular, a player's transmission at any time may be a function of what he sees, and of all the transmissions that he has heard up to that time, but the order in which players transmit is fixed. We ask how many bits must be exchanged in order that each player can deduce his own number. In the actual game of Indian poker, which does not concern us, the setup is the same but the players undertake to bet on the high and/or on the low card. We pose the problem because it is an example of a communal information exchange where the information complexity is nontrivial but can be found explicitly. If the order of transmissions is allowed to be a function of the observed numbers as well, then more efficient schemes may be obtained as we show by an example of C. L.
Mallows.
Clearly no more than NK bits of uncertainty exist at the beginning; for example, by having each player inform the player to his left of what is on that player's forehead, the problem can be solved in NK bits. We show that this algorithm is rather generous; instead, transmission of bits suffices, where 1x1 is the least integer 2 x. We show also that N, is the minimum number required.
Note, for example, that if K < N , NT = K + 1, a total of NK bits can be resolved with remarkable efficiency.
A discussion with one of the authors of [ l ] , which mentions Indian poker in a different context, led to the problem formulated and solved here.
THE LOWER BOUND
Let N, denote the minimal number of bits that must be sent.
Let us suppose that the j t h player will issue N, binary transmissions. Clearly then
The j t h player hears N, -N, transmissions that are not his own. Since his own transmissions can resolve none of his own uncertainty, and a transmission by any other player can resolve at most a bit of his uncertainty, then it must be true that
More explicitly we are using the fact that if NT -N, bits are received by player j then only 2Nr-N, different alternatives appear to j and, if he can distinguish 2K different numbers, then this inequality must hold. Summing on j , we find
Since the number of transmissions must be a natural number, we get the lower bound.
We now give an algorithm that achieves the lower bound.
111. AN ALGORITHM THAT ACHIEVES THE LOWER BOUND Denote by f (K, N ) the minimum number of transmissions required to solve the problem for N players and K-,bit numbers. In the previous section we showed that We now show that (2) holds with equality.
First consider the case in which K < N . We need to show that
To accomplish this, index the players by {0,1,.. ., N -1 } and assign roles to the first K + 1 of them. If we denote the j t h 0018-9448/90/0100-0232$01.00 01990 IEEE player by P,, we let P, (for j I K -1) transmit the bit 
Each player has one remaining bit of uncertainty per block of N , (a total of q bits), and of course the remainder bits are unknown. A total of qN bits have been transmitted, so therefore Since N 2 2 (or else the problem is meaningless), and q > 0 (by hypothesis) q + r < qN -t r . 
N -1 i = o
Also since N, 2 0, (4) implies that
Vi,
proving that (3) is a lower bound.
To show that N, transmissions suffice, we use a protocol suggested by Don Coppersmith that simplifies our original protocol. Define U, = N, -k , where NT is as in (3), and note that U, 2 0. Moreover, from (3) Colin L. Mallows has kindly and cleverly pointed out to us that greater efficiencies can be had if the identity of the announcing player at each step is allowed to be data-dependent [2] , which we have explicitly excluded. He provides the following example: let K = 2 and N = 4. Let either player 3 or player 4 announce the modulo two sum of player 1 and 2's first bit, depending on (8) and set U , = R , -R , -, .
(9)
so that 0 I U, s U, and E!=ilu, = N, by (7). The rule is that player i broadcasts U , bits during the time slots in the range [R,-l, R,).
The k, bits of his message are assigned to the complementary range [0, N , ) -[ R , -, , R , ) = [ O , R , -l ) U I R , , N T ) in the natural order. Note that some of the range will be unused if U, < 5 . Now at each time slot in [0, NT) one player is supposed to broadcast; he broadcasts the mod-2 sum of the message bits assigned to that time slot (at most one from each playei, none from himself). Each player who owns one of the message bits can clearly deduce its value. This completes the proof.
Example:
The broadcast schedule is then
The broadcast bits are whether the modulo two sum of player 1 and 2's second bit is 0 or 1. After one announcement players 1 and 2 know everything. Then let players 1 and 2 do the same for 3 and 4. After 2 announced bits, everything is known. Our scheme takes 3 bits. It seems difficult to find an optimal scheme when data-dependent protocols are allowed. However, we may avoid having to deal with this difficulty if we require that for the protocols we have used, the order in which players speak can be predetermined from the lengths of the ranges in which their numbers fall, and their identities, while Colin's protocol does not have this property. From an engineering view, the restricted protocols are simpler to implement because the players need not be in the same room, and a straightforward poll can be used to carry out the algorithm. Thus in a computer for example, the number of registers that would have to be allocated would be NT (or one register used N, times). On the other hand, if the identity of the writer of each bit also carried information (as in Colin's protocol), it would have to be provided except in the case where all players are present and visible to each other at all times. Thus there seems to be some reason for excluding data-dependent protocols in a practical context.
